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Mycroft/ Mylo/ Mylar 

Mycroft, Mylo and Mylar come in three heights, in chair and sofa 
sizes, and with a choice of wood or steel bases.  This range 
was designed after a study of perceptions of privacy in open-
plan spaces.  Whether making a phone call in a bar or reception 
area, or having a conversation in an office that should not be 
overheard, there is a need for moderate privacy – a balance 
between being cocooned and feeling exposed. 

The chairs are generously proportioned to allow for a variety 
of postures – comfort is about mobility as much as support 
- enabling people to turn to each other in a meeting, or to sit 
diagonally using a phone or tablet.

The enclosing wrap design of all the chairs comes from this 
consideration, as does the extent of the wings on the high-back 
chair – it brings down the acoustics of the surroundings without 
being over-present.

The distinct ‘X’ bar-tack stitch detail and a wrapped seat share 
traditional references with a modern twist.



Mycroft/ wing-back chair and sofa

Mycroft is a versatile seating range that is aimed at semi-formal 
meetings: for example, conversations and ad-hoc meetings at 
work that don’t require a meeting room; private discussions in 
open-plan areas like receptions, dining areas and concourses.
The ‘extended’ wing back brings a balance between actual 
acoustic privacy and perceived privacy – lean into the chair to 
speak privately into a phone and you experience a ‘flattening’ 
of the noise behind. 

Mylo/ armchair and sofa  

Mylo is a versatile seating range featuring the distinct ‘X’ 
bar-tack stitch detail of the Mycroft and Mylar. With its 
compact footprint Mylo is suited to open plan break out areas, 
receptions, hotel lobbies or hospitality spaces. The dimensions 
of the chair are based on a cone which means you can sit 
centred, or ‘conversationally’ to one side.

Mylar/ tub chair and sofa

Mylar is suited to an area where more visibiliy may be required, 
such as a reception. As with the Mylo, Mylar has a compact 
footprint and distinct conical form.

Mya/ footstool

Mya footstool pairs perfectly with the the Mycroft Mylo and 
Mylar chairs or in a cluster for flexible soft seating settings. 

Production/
100% Made in the UK. 

Design/
Hart+Miller
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Specification/

Fully upholstered beech frame. Back and seat webbed topped 
with foam seat pad. Powder-coated sled base, swivel base or 
timber legs.

Mycroft Mylo and Mylar can be dressed to suit the character of 
an interior design scheme with the following specifiable options.

Dimensions/
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